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1, Aronson proved, in his paper El3, the existence and the uniqueness

property of weak solutions of the initial boundary value problem for parabolic

equations of second order with measurable coefficients. On the uniqueness of

solutions of the Cauchy problem for such equations he also gπve some interest-

ing results in [2].

In this note we prove the uniqueness property of weak solutions of the

initial boundary value problem for some equations of higher order by applying

the argument used in [2 l

2. We denote by x a point (xly . . . , xn) in the n-dimensional Euclidean

space Rn and by t a point on the real line ( - «>, oo). Let J& be a bounded

domain given in Rn and let J0 be its closure. We denote by Q the cylinder

domain J£) x (7\ T") in the ί n -f 1)-dimensional Euclidean space Rn x ( - oo, oo ).

We introduce some function spaces.

The space Ht2{3) is the closure of CϊiΉ) by the norm

*Σ\Dlφ\%dx)xl\

The space L2[T\ T" #ί ' 2 (-^)] consists of all functions u with the follow-

ing properties: i) u is measurable in Ω, ii) for almost all * e [ T ' , TO, the

function u(x, t) in x belongs to HS

Q'2(J&) and iii) the norm \\u\\g as a function

of / belongs to L2(ίT', TO).

We have the definition of the space HX'XT\ T" Hl'\3')] if, in the above

deήnition of L2tT', T": Hi'\j0)l; the condition iii) is replaced by iii)': the

norm |Mίs as a function of t belongs to Hx'\ίV, TO), which is the closure of

\ T>')) by the norm
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